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Uh, mumbo: cognize matching.  

Dedicated to my bother, … d-f-m-c [that’s not a typo.] 

 

By goura fotadar 

Art response in preparation for community college and advanced academia at some point from that 

diving point.  

Theme: oh no, I’m not in normal college, and everybody is going to think they are smarter than me. 

Oh no! 

Theme music citation: aloe black I need a dollar  

tag[s]: computer science theory nobody ever teaches you, which applies to psychology, which 

transitions to criminology; years of at community college what the heck was z doing, where.  

 

The answer is in regular school and even advancing remedial school: 

The pink lettering is supposed to direct the x to look for pink, and the red is supposed to direct the x to 

cognize a matching. 

The center piece: in scrap art like theory is the center piece and sticks out against all of the hi, waves, uh; 

and so you select it; in this example context; and this is a really basic one; as the think-thing to especially 

cognize matching. 
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So the question is next to make more sense of all things; and all non-things; what’s the purpose of 

specifically the color purposes that are not red and pink; that’s their first purpose: they are not red and 

pink. 

[and you might need more information to look for more purpose in the difference between or the 

similarity within them as against red and pink.] so in the set theory of the so basic level. 

Red and pink are one set in comparison as different from blue and grey and clear [hi, waves] 

And since in comparison we might first want to start in discrepancy difference of color these two are 

alike in belonging to one set; and so are the other three as belonging to another set, uh.  

One last quick point; it’s also a lesson in actual semantics: how is semantics ordered in whatever this 

language is; 

Well it’s pretty edified in this contextual diagram:  

You start with the red part of the linear trajectory called letters.  

Next you return to what you have perhaps already read, and notice in context cues: the pronunciation 

as a matching cue; to correlate this in cognition to patrol science, or uh whatever that’s called nowadays.  

In any way, next you return to the pink letters. 

So the proof is basic and perhaps not useful to those of regular education who just are not that 

advanced;  

But for others, regular advanced, and remedial studio-s [u]:  

Semantics: implies order which implies cues which implies control over things and non-things by 

working with cue recognition 

Through semantics order we have the division to non-order which 

Is, 

Uh: perhaps best described in terms of very basic set theory or knowledge of sets like even at the 

elementary school non-advanced level;  

Eventually at mind control basic levels we have the re-glance at the scrap art or scrap diagram, and have 

at least beginning art theory. 

This uh, is called; actual education. I.e. you now understand things.  

Then to turn things to fiction to the most rudimentary of this developed synopsis: perhaps it’s obvious 

now: i.e. the center thing is  door , a car , a something; and it’s outlined in pink; and the letters imply 

especially movement: how does the center thing based on the analysis of letters or literary 

comprehension, basic; get to the other thing most in this thing colored? Like itself. [or something] 
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